RNA polymerase II pauses in vitro, but does not terminate, at discrete sites in promoter-proximal regions on polyomavirus transcription complexes.
Many RNA polymerases stall and/or prematurely terminate transcription nearby the early and late promoters of polyomavirus in vivo during the late phase of productive infection. In this paper we analyzed the RNAs made when these promoter-proximal RNA polymerases were allowed to elongate their nascent chains in vitro on viral transcription complexes isolated from infected cells. RNA was labeled in the presence of a high specific activity of one [alpha-32P]-ribonucleoside triphosphate (rNTP) (less than 1 microM final concentration) and saturating concentrations of the other three rNTPs. Under these conditions, promoter-proximal RNAs of discrete sizes were produced. We show that these discrete RNA species are produced by pausing of RNA polymerase II due to limiting concentrations of one of the rNTPs, and that the positions of the pause sites depend on which rNTP is limiting. This pausing does not result in release of the RNA polymerase or the nascent RNA chain from the transcription complex, as these chains can be further extended when high concentrations of all four rNTPs are supplied. Our results conflict with the interpretations of other investigators who suggest that formation of discrete RNA products, under similar in vitro conditions, reflects authentic termination by RNA polymerase II.